Move On

Snow melted
Rain fall
Sun rises early at dawn

White faded
Rainbow blossom
Animals awake from sleep

Winter vanished
Spring arrives
As the cycle of season continues

Let
Troubles be gone
Solutions be found
And wake up the next day to a brand-new start
THE TRUTH

O Dad, how you have changed
The sweetness inside is nowhere seen
You yell, you shout, and your patience have faded
I wonder where My Dad has been

O Dad, how you have changed
The peaceful home was hammered down
As you always refute at all our words
There's nothing I can do but frown

O Dad, how you have changed
I understand no more, as your words are always 'true'
Don't get me wrong, I still love you
Just miss the Dad that I once knew
SO EASY TO BE HAPPY

Feeling sad and mourn
troubles spiral you deep down
helpless, blue and gloom

Sweetness sudden crosses
lasting memories return
delighted beyond

Smiles awakes from sleep
pushing out the dark and cold
Hope shimmers and glows

That's all it takes
for joy to lead the parade
till greatness we march